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Abstract
Normal brain functioning emerges from a complex interplay among regions forming networks. In epilepsy, these networks are disrupted causing
seizures. Nodes of these networks are the target of epilepsy surgery. Here, we assess whether functional connectivity (FC) using intracranial
electroencephalography (iEEG) can quantify epileptogenicity and predict surgical outcome in children with drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE). We
computed Amplitude Envelope Correlation (AEC) and Phase Locking Value (PLV) for different states (i.e., interictal with no spikes, interictal with
spikes, pre-ictal, ictal, and post-ictal) and for different frequency bands. We then computed each node’s strength (i.e., AEC or PLV at iEEG
electrodes). We observed differences in nodal strength among the different states following a hierarchical epileptogenic organization: lower FC
in interictal and pre-ictal states followed by higher FC values in ictal and post-ictal states (p < 0.05). We also observed higher nodal strength
within resection for patients with good outcome (n = 22, Engel I), but not for poor outcome (n = 9, Engel II-IV), for all states (except ictal) and all
bands (p < 0.05). Resection of hubs with high nodal strength was predictive of outcome (75–92% positive and 47–63% negative predictive
values). Our �ndings suggest that FC can discriminate epileptogenic states and predict outcome in children with DRE.

Introduction
The normal brain is increasingly seen as a dynamic system dependent on the integrity of structural and functional networks. Converging
evidence from animal and human studies has shown that a disruption of these networks may lead to epilepsy1–4. Even in “focal” epilepsies,
seizure-generating tissues are not a simple epileptic focus but are involved in a microscale (at the neuron level) to macroscale (at the cortical
area level) network5. To map the generation and propagation of epileptogenic activity, it is critical to identify functional abnormalities of this
network. Functional connectivity (FC), mostly estimated in intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG), has increasingly attracted the attention of
researchers working on epilepsy. It is de�ned as the temporal synchronization of �uctuations arising from spontaneous neuronal activation6,
which is re�ective of how different brain areas coordinate their activity7. The evolution of seizure generation and propagation can be derived
from the spatial and temporal dynamics of the epileptic network2. Within this framework, iEEG contacts can be considered as nodes while time-
varying statistical relationships or “connectivity” between them can be considered as edges8. This relationship between node and edges can be
used to calculate the median nodal strength de�ned for each node as the average of all edges connected to that node9,10. Hubs with high nodal
strength (i.e., pathological hubs) are linked to epileptogenic regions while hubs with low nodal strength are related to non-epileptogenic areas6, 8–

10. Yet, there are unanswered questions that are central to translating these iEEG-based FC tools to clinical practice. For example, past studies
examining iEEG-based FC measures were limited to temporal lobe epilepsy11,12; yet other forms of epilepsy are also prevalent constituting
complicated cases in epilepsy surgery. Moreover, very few studies relate iEEG-based FC to the surgical outcome of patients with drug-resistant
epilepsy (DRE)8,13. Thus, there is an unmet need for further studies examining the clinical utility of FC tools in the delineation of the epileptogenic
zone (EZ), the brain area that is indispensable for the generation of seizures. These studies may help augment the presurgical evaluation of
children with DRE and potentially improve their surgical outcome.

Current FC studies focus primarily on the analysis of resting-state iEEG recordings, which show synchronous neural activity in different brain
regions in the absence of any task-related activity14,15. Yet, there are no studies so far assessing changes in FC measures across different
epileptogenic states. These changes between interictal (in either the presence or absence of interictal spikes) and ictal states (during or after
seizure termination) could provide critical insights into the pathophysiological mechanisms of epilepsy. Moreover, they might help in developing
tools that monitor the effectiveness of antiseizure drugs and predict seizures. There have been few previous attempts to develop an
epileptogenic index (EI), which quanti�es the “epileptogenic status” of a brain region at a certain time10,16. These past studies examine only the
transition from pre-ictal to ictal state and were based exclusively on spectral and temporal components of brain activity10,17. Moreover, they used
tools that detect only fast frequencies (i.e., beta and gamma frequencies), and thus they were insu�cient in detecting slower patterns of seizure
onset that account for 20–30% of frequently observed iEEG patterns10,16. Additionally, seizures with slow onset have a poor prognosis for
surgery outcome compared to fast onset17.

In this study, we assess the ability of FC measures to quantify the “epileptogenic status” of a brain area at a speci�c time point and predict the
surgical outcome in children with DRE undergoing presurgical evaluation with iEEG. We hypothesize that FC measures on iEEG recordings can
discriminate between different epileptogenic states, identity pathological hubs with high nodal strength, and predict the patient’s outcome. To
test our hypotheses, we extracted iEEG epochs from interictal (with and without spikes), pre-ictal, ictal, and post-ictal states (Fig. 1a) and
estimated the Amplitude Envelope Correlation (AEC) and Phase Locking Value (PLV) in physiologically relevant frequency bands, namely delta,
theta, alpha, beta, low-gamma, and high-gamma (see Experimental Procedures) (Fig. 1b). Through AEC and PLV values, we assessed the
strength of each node (i.e., iEEG electrode) that re�ects the functional coupling between brain areas over time18 (Fig. 1c). Based on the
appearance of rapid discharges before the onset of the seizure, we differentiated seizures into two types i.e., slow seizure onset (SSO) (Fig. 1d)
and fast seizure onset (FSO) (Fig. 1e) and we characterized the utility of nodal strength in predicting outcome of patients with SSO and FSO. We
hypothesized that nodal strength re�ects a hierarchical epileptogenic organization: higher values will correspond to a higher “epileptogenic
status” of a brain area at a speci�c time point than lower values of nodal strength. Thus, nodal strength will have higher values during the ictal
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state, compared to pre-ictal and interictal states. Moreover, brain areas with high nodal strength will correspond to the EZ independently of the
“epileptogenic state”. Surgical resection (or ablation) of these highly connected pathological hubs will predict surgical outcome.

Results
We analyzed iEEG data from 31 children (16 females) with DRE. We dichotomized our patients into two groups based on their surgical outcome:
good (n = 22, Engel I) and poor outcome (n = 9, Engel II-IV). Patients’ demographics are summarized in Table 1. The age at surgery was 12 ± 5.61
years (median ± standard deviation). Five patients (16.12%) had normal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or abnormalities not related to
epilepsy. An anatomical lesion was identi�ed on the MRI of 26 patients (83.88%). All patients underwent iEEG implantation with subdural (11
patients), depth (6 patients), or both types of electrodes (14 patients). In total, we reviewed 891.45 minutes of iEEG data [median, interquartile
range (IQR): 6.78 min, (5.41–13.75)] from 3758 channels [median, IQR: 66 channels, (92–139)] containing 586.43 and 305.01 minutes of
interictal (with and without spikes) and ictal activity (pre-ictal, ictal, post-ictal) respectively. For each patient, we analyzed one-min duration data
from each state. Twenty patients had a predominant SSO while eleven patients had a predominant FSO. Seizures were recorded from the right
hemisphere in four patients (13%), left hemisphere in 23 patients (74%), and both hemispheres in four patients (13%).

FC discriminates between interictal, pre-ictal, ictal, and post-ictal states. In all patients, we created a patient-speci�c FC-based network formed on
median nodal strength. We compared the nodal strength of each iEEG electrode, derived from median AEC and PLV values, in the �ve states (i.e.,
interictal with no spikes, interictal with spikes, pre-ictal, ictal, and post-ictal) for the different bands. Additionally, similar comparison was
performed considering electrodes located in the intra- and extra-temporal areas. AEC in the ictal state was higher compared to pre-ictal and both
interictal states (with spikes and without spikes) for delta, beta, low-gamma, and high-gamma bands (corrected, p < 0.01) (Fig. 2). Whereas, in
theta and alpha bands, AEC during the ictal state was higher compared to the no spikes and pre-ictal state only [false discovery rate (FDR)
corrected, p < 0.05] (Fig. 2). Post-ictal AEC was also higher compared to the pre-ictal and both interictal states (with spikes and without spikes)
for the beta, low-gamma, and high-gamma bands (FDR corrected, p < 0.01) (Fig. 2). Similarly, post-ictal AEC was also higher compared to the pre-
ictal and interictal states without spikes for the alpha band and higher only to interictal state without spikes for the delta and theta bands (FDR
corrected, p < 0.01) (Fig. 2). AEC values were also higher in the interictal segments with spikes vs. segments with no spikes in all bands (FDR
corrected, p < 0.01) (Fig. 2). Similarly, AEC in the interictal state with spikes was higher compared to the pre-ictal state in the theta, alpha, and
beta bands (FDR corrected, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2). Likewise, AEC in the pre-ictal state was higher compared to the interictal state with no spikes in all
segments (except high gamma) (FDR corrected, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2).

PLV in the ictal state was higher compared to all other states in alpha and beta bands (FDR corrected, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2). Similarly, in low-gamma
and high-gamma bands, PLV in ictal state was higher compared to pre-ictal and both interictal states (with spikes and without spikes) (FDR
corrected, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2). Whereas, in delta band, PLV in ictal state was higher compared to pre-ictal state and interictal state with no spikes
(FDR corrected, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2). In theta band, PLV was higher in ictal state compared to pre-ictal segment alone (FDR corrected, p < 0.05)
(Fig. 2). Post-ictal PLV was higher compared to pre-ictal and both interictal states (with spikes and without spikes) in low-gamma and high-
gamma bands (FDR corrected, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2). Similarly, post-ictal PLV was higher compared to interictal state without spikes and pre-ictal
states in delta band; post-ictal PLV was higher with interictal state with no spikes in alpha and beta bands (FDR corrected, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2). PLV
was also higher in interictal segments with spikes compared to segments with no spikes in all bands (FDR corrected, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2). Similarly,
PLV in interictal state with spikes was higher compared to pre-ictal state in theta band (FDR corrected, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2). PLV in pre-ictal state was
higher compared to interictal state with no spikes in alpha, low-gamma, and high-gamma bands (FDR corrected, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2).

Finally, we compared AEC- and PLV-based nodal strength between intra-temporal and extra-temporal electrodes in all states. We observed no
differences in nodal strength between intra- and extra-temporal electrodes for all states, except for the AEC-based nodal strength in interictal
state with no spikes for the delta and alpha bands (p < 0.05) (Supplementary Figs. 1 & 2).

FC delineates epileptogenic nodes of the network. We sought to examine whether nodal strength is higher inside (compared to outside) resection
in patients with good outcome. For the AEC in delta band, we observed higher values in nodes inside resection in ictal and post-ictal states (p < 
0.05) (Fig. 3). For the AEC in theta band, we observed higher values inside resection in pre-ictal, ictal, and post-ictal states (p < 0.05) (Fig. 3).

Beta followed by alpha, low-gamma, and high-gamma were the most prominent bands to discriminate between less and more epileptogenic
areas. For beta band, we observed higher values of nodal strength inside resection for all states (p < 0.05) (Fig. 3). For alpha band, we observed
higher values of AEC-based nodal strength inside resection for all states except pre-ictal (p < 0.05) (Fig. 3). For low-gamma band, we observed
higher values of AEC-based nodal strength inside resection for all states except ictal (p < 0.05) (Fig. 3). In high-gamma band, we observed higher
values of AEC-based nodal strength inside resection for all states except ictal (p < 0.05) (Fig. 3). No differences were observed for AEC-based
nodal strength inside vs. outside resection for patients with poor outcome (Fig. 3).

For PLV, we observed higher values inside (compared to outside) resection in pre-ictal, ictal, and post-ictal states for delta band (p < 0.05) (Fig. 4).
Likewise, higher PLV values were observed inside resection in ictal and post-ictal states for theta and alpha bands (p < 0.05) (Fig. 4). We
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observed higher PLV inside resection in interictal activity with spikes and post-ictal states for beta and high-gamma bands (p < 0.05) (Fig. 4). For
low-gamma, PLV was higher inside resection for interictal state with spikes, pre-ictal, and post-ictal (p < 0.05) (Fig. 4). No differences were
observed for PLV between nodes inside vs. outside resection for patients with poor outcome (Fig. 4).

Identi�cation of epileptogenic nodes. To quantify the ability of AEC and PLV to identify epileptogenic nodes in patients with good outcome, we
computed the median nodal strength in different states. The strength of each node was used as a feature, which generated a receiver-operating
characteristic (ROC) curve. AEC-based nodal strength in interictal state with no spikes, with spikes, and pre-ictal state yielded the highest area
under the curve (AUC) in low-gamma band [interictal with no spikes: AUC = 0.61; interictal with spikes: AUC = 0.66; pre-ictal: AUC = 0.66] (Fig. 5).
Whereas the highest AUC for ictal state was observed in alpha band (ictal: AUC = 0.58), and for post-ictal state in beta band (post-ictal: AUC = 
0.66) (Fig. 5). Similarly, nodal strength derived from PLV in interictal state with no spikes, pre-ictal, and ictal states yielded the highest AUC in
delta band [interictal with no spikes: AUC = 0.57; pre-ictal: AUC = 0.57; ictal: AUC = 0.58] (Fig. 5). Whereas the highest AUC for interictal state with
spikes and post-ictal state was seen in beta band [interictal with spikes: AUC = 0.58; post-ictal: AUC = 0.59].

To highlight the relationship of FC values with respect to pathological hubs, we displayed the FC values across different epileptogenic states
overlaid with resection for two representative patients: one with good and one with poor outcome (Fig. 6). In patients with good outcome, we
observed increased nodal strength (i.e., AEC in beta) for iEEG electrodes within resection (compared to electrodes outside resection) for all
epileptogenic states. Contrarily, in the poor outcome patient, increased FC was seen in iEEG electrodes located outside resection.

Prediction of surgical outcome. To assess the prognostic value of resecting hubs with high nodal strength (i.e., above-de�ned connectivity
thresholds), we de�ned whether their overlap with resection predicted a favorable outcome (i.e., seizure-free state). The optimal connectivity
thresholds for each FC metric and their relative percentages of overlap with resection were identi�ed as the ones that provided the maximum
Youden index (J) obtained from the ROC analyses. On interictal data with spikes, we observed that the AEC in the beta band predicted outcome
with positive predictive value (PPV) of 83%, negative predictive value (NPV) of 54%, and accuracy of 71% [p = 0.02 (Chi-squared test), optimal FC
threshold = 0.6, percentage of overlap = 55%] (Fig. 7). AEC for the low-gamma band did not predict outcome, but it obtained a PPV of 92%, NPV of
47%, and accuracy of 65% [p = 0.02 (Chi-squared test), optimal FC threshold = 0.6, percentage of overlap = 70%] (Fig. 7). On ictal data, PLV in the
delta band predicted outcome with a PPV of 75%, NPV of 57%, and accuracy of 71% [p = 0.03 (Chi-squared test), optimal FC threshold = 0.65,
percentage of overlap = 45%] (Fig. 7). Moreover, on interictal data with no spikes, the PLV in the theta band was predictive of outcome with a PPV
of 78%, NPV of 63%, and accuracy of 74%, [p = 0.03 (Chi-squared test) optimal FC threshold = 0.85, percentage of overlap = 5%] (Fig. 7). To
assess whether hubs with high nodal strength are predictive of outcome, we hypothesized that patients with good outcome have higher overlap
with resection compared to poor outcome patients. Therefore, we compared the median percentages of overlap between good and poor outcome
patients (Wilcoxon rank-sum test). We found that hubs with high nodal strength estimated from the AEC in the beta band (for interictal with no
spikes) and PLV in the delta band (for ictal) had 67% of overlap with resection in good outcome and 7% in poor outcome patients (p < 0.01) and
66.7% of overlap with resection in a good outcome and 14.6% in poor outcome patients (p = 0.002), respectively.

We differentiated seizures based on spectral analysis (see Experimental Procedures): electrographic patterns of theta/alpha activity were
classi�ed as SSO (Fig. 1d), whereas electrographic patterns of beta/gamma activity were classi�ed as FSO (Fig. 1e). AEC-based FC was
predictive of outcome in SSO with PPV of 77%, NPV of 60%, and accuracy of 74%. PLV-based FC values yielded PPV of 71%, NPV of 40%, and
accuracy of 71%. Similarly, AEC-based FC was predictive of outcome in FSO with PPV of 78%, NPV of 50%, and accuracy of 71%. PLV-based FC
showed PPV of 80%, NPV of 33%, and accuracy of 48%.

Discussion
In this study, we demonstrate for the �rst time that iEEG-based FC measures can discriminate different epileptogenic states, identify pathological
hubs whose resection leads to seizure freedom, and predict outcome in children with DRE. Our notion is based on the following observations: (i)
AEC- and PLV-based nodal strength was different between interictal (with and without spikes), pre-ictal, ictal, and post-ictal states for several
frequency bands (most consistent �ndings were observed for alpha, beta, low- and high-gamma) following a hierarchical epileptogenic
organization (i.e., higher nodal strength was seen during ictal and post-ictal compared to pre-ictal and interictal states); (ii) higher FC-based nodal
strength was found in nodes inside (compared to outside) resection for all bands during interictal (with and without spikes), pre-ictal, and ictal
states for patients with good outcome; and (iii) surgical resection of pathological hubs (contacts with high nodal strength) was associated with
good outcome. Our �ndings indicate that nodal strength can quantify the “epileptogenic status” of a brain area at a speci�c time point, and thus
can be used as an indirect biomarker for identifying pathological hubs in the brain of children with DRE.

Interictal spikes and seizures seem to spread to the whole brain through networks19,20. Thus, appropriate tools, such as FC measures, are
necessary to quantify the properties of these networks. Very few studies have examined so far FC changes across different epileptogenic
states10,17,21. Most of them focused on the transition from pre-ictal to ictal state motivated by the need to develop tools that predict seizures.
However, they lack a comparative analysis of the pre-ictal and ictal states with other states, such as the interictal and post-ictal. Here, we
comprehensively analyze all epileptogenic states in physiologically relevant frequency bands using two FC measures (i.e., AEC and PLV). We
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found that nodal strength could differentiate epileptogenic states following a hierarchical epileptogenic organization. Most prominent
differences were seen in the beta followed by the alpha, low- and high-gamma bands (Fig. 2). Yet, even in lower frequencies (i.e., delta and theta),
AEC values were higher during ictal state compared to interictal states. This �nding highlights the ability of FC measures to possibly serve as an
EI even for slower patterns of seizure onset (SSO), which account for 20–30% of frequently observed iEEG patterns17 and which are di�cult to
be detected.

Studying FC alterations in the interictal state is critical for understanding the mechanism of recurrent seizures. During the interictal state,
electrophysiological background activity is often interrupted by large intermittent events (e.g., spikes and sharp waves)22. These events are sub-
seizure epileptic waveforms that do not necessarily trigger the broad hypersynchronous characteristic of a seizure23–25. Yet, they may alter the
functional properties of the brain network leading to changes in FC measures. Here, both FC measures were elevated when intermittent events
occurred during interictal state compared to when there was no frank epileptiform activity in the signal. Our �ndings are in line with past studies,
which reported that FC may increase when prominent interictal events occur or spread to another brain regions22,26−28. A recent study that
focuses on the FC perturbation caused by spikes shows the disruption of several types of ongoing neural dynamics associated with spike
properties23. The most consistent feature identi�ed was that FC within pathological tissue was increased when spikes spread to more contacts.

Past studies involving scalp EEG and iEEG have shown the quiddity of the pre-ictal state where a gradual change of electrophysiological patterns
occurs before seizure manifestation29. The transition from the interictal to ictal state has been associated with abnormal neural synchronization,
which leads multiple brain regions to steadily approach a homogenous dynamical state30. The clinical and physiological alterations seen in the
pre-ictal state might explain the mechanism leading to a seizure and potentially predict its occurrence31. The pre-ictal state is associated with
inter- and intra-patient heterogeneity32 and alterations in the pre-ictal state are usually measured by synchronization33–36 and correlation
density31. Here, we observed changes in both FC measures during the transition from the interictal to pre-ictal and later in the ictal state: FC in the
pre-ictal state was lower compared to interictal with spikes for AEC (i.e., theta, alpha, and beta bands) and PLV (i.e., theta band), whereas in the
ictal state FC was higher compared to pre-ictal in all frequency bands. Our �ndings are complementary to past �ndings in the �eld. Previous
studies have found temporal dynamic changes in the interictal state, which may culminate during ictal onset in an extensive FC increase37.
Lange et al.,38 found a lower degree of bilateral independence prior to seizure onset. Other studies which assessed synchrony preceding seizure
onset with different FC measures (i.e., phase coherence33,39, PLV40, mean phase & lag synchronization36, and wavelet-based nonlinear similarity
index41) also showed increased FC in the interictal state and lower FC in the pre-ictal state. Similarly, a decrease in spatiotemporal complexities
(measured by correlation density) was observed during the pre-ictal state31.

During seizure onset, the brain receives strong excitatory input to the pyramidal cells, which disrupts the excitatory-inhibitory balance in the
brain42. Thus, seizures are possibly the result of hypersynchronous abnormal discharges among neurons29. Previous EEG studies have shown
that the synchronicity of neural activity is enhanced during ictal episodes compared to pre-ictal states19,43,44. An iEEG study on patients with
different types of epilepsies has shown that the initial part of the rapid discharge at the beginning of a seizure corresponds to a synchrony
decrease across brain areas; later parts of the seizure, as well as pre-ictal states, correspond to increased synchrony10. Since FC quanti�es the
synchronicity among regions45, we expect the FC between the different iEEG contacts to be lower before the seizure onset and increased later
during the seizure course. Our �ndings support this notion since FC was higher in ictal compared to interictal and pre-ictal states while the most
prominent changes were observed in higher frequency bands (i.e., beta, low- and high-gamma).

It is logical to expect a decrease in neuronal synchronization after the seizure termination. In the post-ictal state, we observed a drop in PLV
(compared to the ictal state) for alpha and beta. The network mechanism driving the post-ictal state is poorly understood but the leading theory
is that subcortical nuclei are dormant when the seizure ends, and deep brain structures connected to cortical seizure foci are disrupted in the ictal
phase, leading to a window of subcortical deactivation and decreased FC in the post-ictal compared to the ictal state46.

Previous iEEG studies have shown that FC coupled with graph-theory principles is a potential biomarker for delineating the EZ8–10, 18,47,48. Yet,
only a few studies have explored the clinical utility of FC to predict surgical outcome8,13. Current clinical practice dictates the delineation of the
EZ through its approximation with the seizure onset zone (SOZ)6, as this is de�ned by iEEG monitoring, i.e., the electrodes where seizure onset
occurs. However, the SOZ may not represent the full EZ extent, and its delineation requires the recording of several stereotyped seizures at the
expense of considerable human and �nancial resources49. Moreover, seizures are provoked through withdrawal of antiepileptic drugs and sleep
deprivation9; these seizures may be fundamentally different from the stereotypical spontaneous seizures of the patient and thus can misinform
localization attempts50.

Here, we used iEEG-based FC to examine the utility of epileptogenic networks in delineating the EZ independently of the epileptogenic stage. We
speci�cally evaluated the cortical interactions that occur among different brain regions by quantifying the nodal strength (i.e., AEC and PLV) at
iEEG electrodes. We assumed that in patients with good outcome, vital parts of the epileptogenic network would be contained in resection. These
parts would present higher nodal strength compared to the rest of the brain areas. Contrarily, in patients with poor outcome, the resection would
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not include the critical hubs of the network. Prior work has explored the utility of nodal strength computed using FC which was found to correlate
with the epileptogenic focus: patterns of ‘hyper-connectivity’ were observed within the epileptic foci and ‘hypo-connectivity’ outside the epileptic
foci6,8,9,13. In line with these �ndings, we observed here higher nodal strength (assessed with AEC) within resection (compared to outside) in
almost all states for patients with good outcome, which constitutes proof of successful EZ deactivation. Contrarily, no such differences were
observed for patients with poor outcome. This �nding holds true for ictal and post-ictal states for all bands (except the ictal state for low-and
high-gamma). For interictal states (both with and without spikes), nodal strength was higher within resection for alpha, beta, low-gamma, and
high-gamma (Fig. 3). For PLV, higher nodal strength was seen for interictal data with spikes for beta, low-gamma, and high-gamma (Fig. 4). ROC
analysis further showed that the AEC could identify pathological hubs with an AUC = 0.61 for interictal data with no spikes and AUC = 0.66 for
interictal data with spikes for low gamma (Fig. 5). Some of the interictal FC measures were able to predict outcome. More speci�cally, PLV in
theta was predictive of outcome with a PPV of 78%, NPV of 63%, and accuracy of 74% (Fig. 7) during the interictal state with no spikes. These
�ndings are of clinical importance since they suggest that interictal recordings containing no frank epileptiform activity can provide valuable
information for identifying putative seizure-generating networks. Thus, FC measures applied on short interictal recordings may serve as an EI
that can delineate the EZ and predict outcome without the need for a seizure to occur or even in the absence of frank epileptiform activity in the
iEEG signal.

Our study has some limitations. FC measures were applied to iEEG data, which have an inherited limitation in their spatial sampling9,51. Thus,
activity from large brain areas cannot be sampled as iEEG electrode placement is based on clinical necessity with the intent to capture seizures
from brain regions that were hypothesized to be part of the epileptogenic network. Future studies may �ll this gap through electric source
imaging on iEEG data that projects the epileptiform activity in a dense grid of virtual sensors52 or using full-head noninvasive methods, such as
high-density EEG or magnetoencephalography. Also, iEEG studies lack healthy control data, which challenges the proper differentiation of
physiological measures of FC in the healthy vs. epilepsy brain. Moreover, the resection might include more tissue than what was required to
resect. Future studies should consider more focal surgical approaches, such as laser ablation, which allows targeted interventions during
surgery. Finally, our study made use of simple measures of graph theory (i.e., nodal strength), which has been studied extensively in epilepsy9,10.
However, nodal strength might not interpret the full complexity of abnormal brain networks51. Furthermore, we did not use other graph theory
metrics, such as centrality, small-worldness, or e�ciencies, to avoid over-interpretation. Future large multicenter studies using multimodal
network-based features are necessary to evaluate this methodological framework in clinical practice.

In conclusion, we showed for the �rst time that FC measures can differentiate epileptogenic states, identify pathological hubs, and predict
surgical outcome in children with DRE. By developing an iEEG-based EI that can quantify the “epileptogenicity” of a brain region at a speci�c
time, we provide a critical tool for understanding the underlying properties of the epileptic network. More importantly, this tool can delineate
pathological nodes in the brain of children with DRE and predict outcome even in the absence of frank epileptiform activity in the iEEG signal.
Such an epilepsy biomarker may: (i) augment surgical planning by identifying the EZ without necessitating the need to record seizures even from
patients in whom the epileptiform activity is absent in their iEEG recordings53; (ii) shortening extra operative iEEG and reducing surgical
morbidity; (iii) potentially improve the surgical outcome of patients with DRE; and (iv) help to develop neurostimulation devices that are able to
warn of impending seizures and trigger therapy for preventing clinical epileptic attacks.

Methods
Study setting and participants. We retrospectively reviewed children with DRE who had undergone resective neurosurgery at Boston Children’s
Hospital (BCH) after long-term iEEG monitoring between June 2011 and June 2018. The cohort was selected based on: (i) at least one seizure in
iEEG; (ii) availability of at least 1-minute iEEG segments of interictal activity without spikes, interictal activity with spikes, as well as pre-ictal,
ictal, and post-ictal states; (iii) availability of post-implantation computerized tomography (CT) and pre-operative MRI; (iv) accurate information
about the resection volume and the clinically de�ned SOZ; and (v) availability of post-surgical outcomes of at least 12 months after surgery. The
study protocol was approved by BCH Institutional Review Board that waived the need for informed consents considering the study’s retrospective
nature. All methods and analysis were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations.

Long-term iEEG acquisition. Invasive monitoring using subdural and depth electrodes, or both were performed with the XLTEK NeuroWorks
(Natus Inc., USA) recording system for several days. Subdural grid and strip electrodes (Ad-Tech., USA) had a diameter of 2.3 mm with a distance
between them of 10 mm, while depth electrodes had 10 linearly arranged contacts with a diameter of 1.1 mm and an inter-distance of 3–5 mm.
For each patient, we obtained artifact-free clips of iEEG data recorded at a sampling rate of 2 KHz. The number, location, and type of electrodes
were decided by clinicians after the non-invasive phase I of pre-surgical evaluation.

Co-registration of iEEG electrodes. Using Brainstorm,54 co-registration between the post-implantation CT (voxel size = 0.5 ×0.5×0.5 mm3) scan
and the pre-operative MRI was done to determine the anatomical location of iEEG contacts. Pre-operative anatomical MRI was acquired with
magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo sequences using high resolution 3T scanner (TIM TRIO, Siemens AG, Erlangen,
Germany). Each iEEG electrode location was con�rmed by manual co-registration with CT-MRI images. To compensate for brain shift caused by
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surgical implantation, subdural electrodes were then projected on the 3D patient’s cortical model using FreeSurfer55. In case of simultaneous
implantation of grids and/or strips with depth electrodes, the position of depth electrodes was adjusted following the procedure described
elsewhere56. The type and number of implanted electrodes per patient are shown in Table 1.

Identi�cation of ictal onset and resection. Events of ictal onset and termination were labeled by a board-certi�ed epileptologist. These electrodes
were used as reference channels for discriminating SSO and FSO. The brain areas resected during surgery were identi�ed by overlapping the pre-
and post-operative MRI scans. Thus, each electrode was de�ned as “resected” or “non-resected” based on their overlap (or not) with these
regions and this state was then con�rmed with the post-surgical reports.

FC estimation. After removal of iEEG channels obscured by artifacts, raw signals were band-passed (1-100 Hz) and notch �ltered (60 Hz) with
Brainstorm54. The �ltered data were common average referenced to reduce potential sources of correlated noise57. On the iEEG �ltered data, we
identi�ed clips of 1-minute duration containing: (i) interictal activity with no or infrequent spikes (No Spikes); (ii) interictal activity with frequent
spikes (Spikes); (iii) pre-ictal activity before the onset of a clinical seizure (Pre-Ictal); (iv) ictal activity during a clinical seizure (Ictal); and (v) post-
ictal activity after the end of a clinical seizure (Post-Ictal). Artifact-free epochs for interictal activity were selected randomly. Pre-ictal and post-
ictal epochs were selected one minute before and after the seizure. Each clip was divided into 20 non-overlapping segments (duration of 3 s
each) for a total of 1-minute, which was found to generate stable FC networks6,58,59. For each segment, we computed two FC measures: the AEC
and PLV. These were averaged across all 20 epochs to obtain a single averaged matrix for both measures. The AEC estimates the amplitude
correlation between two time-series signals using the linear correlations of the envelopes of the �ltered signals60. The PLV measures the phase
synchronization between two time-series signals61. Each of these FC measures ranges between zero and one, where one is the highest possible
connectivity and zero is no connectivity. To assess the functional networks across physiologically relevant frequency bands, AEC and PLV were
computed in �ve frequency bands: delta (2–4 Hz), theta (5–7 Hz), alpha (8–12 Hz), beta (15–29 Hz), low-gamma (30–59 Hz), and high-gamma
(60–90 Hz). All frequency bands and frequency-speci�c networks were represented as N×N adjacency matrixes, which were estimated for all
segments. In these connectivity matrixes, each electrode serves as a node of the network, and measurement of connectivity or statistical
interdependency between the electrodes served as edges. To quantify the degree of connectivity of each node in the network, we computed the
nodal strength which is de�ned for each node as the average sum of all the edges connected to that node. These average connectivity weights
(i.e., nodal strength obtained from each electrode) were compared between electrodes within and outside resection after normalization by their
own maximum value. Median nodal strength values were normalized using maximum nodal strength among different epileptogenic states.

FSO and SSO analysis. For each patient, seizures were divided into two groups based on a time-frequency analysis of their electrographic pattern
before the seizure onset. Eleven patients were found to predominantly have FSO (i.e., fast discharges in beta or gamma band before seizure
onset). Twenty patients were found to predominantly have SSO (i.e., slow pattern onset involving theta or alpha band before seizure onset). One
minute of ictal data was taken into consideration; AEC and PLV-based nodal strength were computed for each electrode.

Statistical Methods. We assessed the distribution of FC values using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Since variables were observed to follow
non-normal distribution, Wilcoxon signed-rank test (non-parametric measure) was used to assess the potential clinical utility of AEC- and PLV-
based nodal strength in all frequency bands. For this assessment, we delineated and compared the average nodal strength of electrodes within
and outside resection in all states for both good and poor outcome patients. To evaluate the ability of FC to quantify the epileptogenic states, we
compared the average nodal strength of all nodes in patients across all states. FDR correction was used for multiple comparisons. Additionally,
we used the Mindboggle atlas in Brainstorm to separate electrodes inside the Temporal lobe and electrodes outside of the Temporal lobe. This
assessment was performed to assess differences in FC values per state based on the location of the electrodes within and outside of the
temporal lobe. Furthermore, Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test for two unequal samples was used to compute the percentage overlap of nodes with high
FC with clinically resected areas in good and poor outcome patients. We considered statistically signi�cant p-values < 0.05. All statistical tests
were performed in MATLAB ®2020a (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

Identi�cation of Epileptogenic Nodes. AEC- and PLV-based nodal strength of each node in good outcome patients was used as a characteristic
trademark for qualifying the ability to identify epileptogenic nodes. To identify the epileptogenicity of each node, we performed a ROC curve
analysis with epileptogenicity thresholds that varied from 0 to 1 (with a step of 0.1). We de�ned as true positive (TP) a resected electrode
correctly identi�ed as epileptogenic, false positive (FP) a non-resected electrode identi�ed as epileptogenic, false negative (FN) a resected
electrode identi�ed as non-epileptogenic, and true negative (TN) a non-resected electrode correctly identi�ed as non-epileptogenic. Based on
these assumptions, sensitivity [TP/(TP + FN)] and speci�city [TN/(TN + FP)] were computed to obtain the ROC curve from which we estimated
the area under the ROC curve (AUC), de�ned as the ability of the classi�er to accurately identify epileptogenic vs. non-epileptogenic nodes.

Outcome Prediction. To de�ne if resected hubs (i.e., nodes with high FC) were able to delineate the EZ and predict outcome, we tested the overlap
between nodal strength with resected and non-resected nodes and further investigated the association with outcome (Chi-squared test). For each
FC measure, the optimal connectivity threshold that de�nes those hubs was determined by extracting the maximum J among all ROC curves.
Based on these results, we considered only those groups of hubs having FC values above their related thresholds. For each patient, we then
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estimated the percentage of overlap of hubs with resection, by computing the ratio between those hubs whose location was included inside the
resection and the number of sensors clinically “resected”. We de�ned a zone as clinically resected when this percentage of overlap was higher
than a de�ned threshold with values ranged from 0 to 100% (5% as a step). Thus, we considered TP a good outcome following resection, FP a
poor outcome following resection, FN a good outcome following a missed resection, and TN a poor outcome following missed resection. Finally,
we calculated the PPV [TP/ (TP + FP)], NPV [TN/ (TN + FN)] values, and prediction accuracy ([TP + TN]/ [TP + TN + FP + FN]). The best percentage
of overlap of those hubs (with FC values above their connectivity thresholds) that need to be removed to achieve seizure freedom was obtained
considering the maximum J, de�ned as J = [TP/(TP + FN)] + [TN/(TN + FP)] − 1.
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TABLE 1. Patients’ Demographics
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[Patient
number]

Sex
[F/M]

Age at
surgery
[years]

Laterality
[L/R]

Pathology MRI Findings Seizure
Type

SOZ
contacts[#]

Implanted
contact
[#]

P/o
follow-
up
[months]

Surgical
Outcome
(Engel)

1 F 7 L MCD FCD (T and ins) SSO 5 DE [90] 14 Good
(1a)

2 M 17 L ACQ Tumor
(T)

SSO 27 SE, DE
[72 + 20]

13 Good
(1d)

3 F 16 L MCD FCD (T) SSO 2 SE, DE
[96 + 10]

53 Good
(1a)

4 M 2.2 L ACQ Frontal lesion FSO 2 SE [80] 74 Good
(1a)

5 F 18 L NL Normal SSO 12 SE [88] 29 Good
(1a)

6 M 15 L MCD HS (Anterior T) FSO 2 SE [80] 39 Good
(1a)

7 M 3 L MCD FCD
(T)

SSO 5 SE [96] 16 Good
(1a)

8 M 13 L ACQ Encephalomalacia
(P, superior T)

SSO 25 SE, DE
[72 + 30]

40 Good
(1a)

9 F 3 L/R MCD TSC (multifocal) SSO 13 SE [120] 20 Good
(1b)

10 M 4 L/R MCD FCD
(F)

FSO 9 SE, DE
[56 + 10]

12 Good
(1a)

11 M 4 L MCD FCD(CP) SSO 10 SE, DE
[64 + 30]

17 Good
(1a)

12 M 11 L DEV FCD (Mesial T) SSO 9 SE [92] 46 Good
(1a)

13 M 10 L DEV PMG
(F, P)

FSO 20 SE, DE
[64 + 60]

12 Good
(1b)

14 M 4 R MCD R frontal pole,
superior F gyrus

FSO 31 SE, DE
[128 + 10]

17 Good
(1a)

15 F 7 L DEV FCD
(Posterior F)

FSO 15 DE [164] 15 Good
(1a)

16 F 18 L DEV FCD
(F)

SSO 9 SE, DE
[72 + 40]

21 Good
(1a)

17 F 7 L MCD Parietal lesion SSO 7 SE, DE
[80 + 20]

12 Good
(1a)

18 F 6 R MCD PMG (P, T, O) SSO 4 SE [196] 12 Good
(1a)

19 M 14 L NL Normal SSO 48 SE [236] 14 Good
(1a)

20 M 12 L MCD inferior F sulcus,
pars Tr

FSO 21 SE, DE
[72 + 24]

17 Good
(1a)

21 F 4 R Unknown Right Frontal
Lesion

FSO 9 DE [162] 14 Good
(1a)

22 F 18 L DEV FCD
(Fr)

SSO 3 SE, DE
[144 + 10]

40 Good
(1a)

23 F 9 L DEV HS FSO 7 DE [140] 13 Poor (4)

24 F 13 L/R MCD FCD
(F)

FSO 6 SE, DE
[112 + 10]

74 Poor (3)

ACQ = Acquired (i.e., stroke, neoplasm, and traumatic brain injury); DE = depth electrodes; F = Female; F = Frontal; FSO = Fast Seizure Onset;
HS = Hippocampal Sclerosis; IE = inter-hemispheric; Ins = Insula; L = Left; M = Male; MCD = Malformation of Cortical Development [i.e., focal
cortical dysplasia (FCD), polymicrogyria, and tuberous sclerosis complex]; NL = Non-lesional; O = Occipital; P = Parietal; R = Right; SE = 
subdural electrodes; SSO = Slow Seizure Onset; T = Temporal; TSC = tuberous sclerosis complex; Tr: triangularis;
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25 M 15 L NL Normal SSO 4 SE [88] 25 Poor
(2b)

26 M 16 L Unknown Normal SSO 6 SE [88] 36 Poor (3)

27 F 13 L/R NL Normal SSO 6 SE, DE
[112 + 10]

12 Poor (3)

28 M 16 L DEV FCD SSO 20 DE [212] 24 Poor (3)

29 F 22 R ACQ Bilateral Lesion FSO 4 SE [120] 20 Poor
(2b)

30 F 7 R DEV FCD
(F operculum)

SSO 5 SE, DE
[72 + 40]

31 Poor (2)

31 F 15 L ACQ Hippocampal
Asymmetry

SSO 33 DE [166] 25 Poor (3)

ACQ = Acquired (i.e., stroke, neoplasm, and traumatic brain injury); DE = depth electrodes; F = Female; F = Frontal; FSO = Fast Seizure Onset;
HS = Hippocampal Sclerosis; IE = inter-hemispheric; Ins = Insula; L = Left; M = Male; MCD = Malformation of Cortical Development [i.e., focal
cortical dysplasia (FCD), polymicrogyria, and tuberous sclerosis complex]; NL = Non-lesional; O = Occipital; P = Parietal; R = Right; SE = 
subdural electrodes; SSO = Slow Seizure Onset; T = Temporal; TSC = tuberous sclerosis complex; Tr: triangularis;

Figures

Figure 1
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Functional connectivity (FC) measures extracted from intracranial EEG (iEEG) recordings. (a) Left: Placement of iEEG electrodes on a 6-year-old
female (patient #18), which are de�ned as non-resected (displayed in green), resected (displayed in red), and identi�ed as the seizure onset zone
(displayed in blue); Right: Selection of 1-minute duration clips (20 segments each of 3 s) from the �ve epileptogenic states: interictal with no
frank epileptiform activity (no spikes, green-colored), interictal with frank epileptiform activity (spikes, blue-colored), pre-ictal before the onset of a
clinical seizure (Pre-Ictal, yellow-colored), ictal activity during a clinical seizure (Ictal, red-colored), and post-ictal activity after the end of a clinical
seizure (Post-Ictal, orange-colored). (b) For each patient and epileptogenic state, Amplitude Envelope Correlation (AEC) and Phase Locking Value
(PLV) measures were computed for each segment and physiologically relevant frequency band. Rows and columns of each FC matrix represent
the iEEG channels (or nodes) and each pixel represents the FC between pairs of channels; here, the FC between the FP12 and FP22 iEEG
electrodes is highlighted. Each FC matrix is color-coded from low (displayed in blue) to high values (displayed in yellow). (c) For each channel,
nodal strength was computed as the median of all the edges connected to the channel itself, across twenty segments. The FC graph is displayed
as an example to highlight FC values between the FP25 iEEG channel with the others. (d) Left: Slow seizure onset (SSO) was recorded from the
iEEG data of a 7-year-old female (patient #1); Right: Time-frequency analysis of iEEG time-series shows the theta-alpha sharp activity pattern
characteristic of the SSO for this patient. (e) Left: Fast seizure onset (FSO) was recorded from the iEEG data of a 15-year-old male (patient #6);
Right: Time-frequency analysis of iEEG time series shows the beta-gamma sharp activity pattern characteristic of the FSO for this patient.

Figure 2

Nodal strength for different epileptogenic states in physiologically relevant frequency bands. Nodal strength (i.e., the average sum of all FC
values connected to a node) computed from Amplitude Envelope Correlation (left) and Phase Locking Value (PLV) (right) for delta, theta, alpha,
beta, low- and high- gamma bands on different epileptogenic states. Each epileptogenic state is color-coded: interictal activity with no spikes
(green), interictal activity with spikes (blue), pre-ictal activity before the onset of a clinical seizure (yellow), ictal activity during a clinical seizure
(red), post-ictal activity after the end of a clinical seizure (orange). Signi�cant differences (p-value <0.05) are marked with an asterisk (*)
(Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test). P-values are corrected using false discovery rate correction for 10-comparisons.
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Figure 3

Median Amplitude Envelope Correlation (AEC)-based nodal strength inside and outside resection for good and poor outcome patients in
physiologically relevant frequency bands. AEC-based nodal strength values of electrodes inside vs. outside resection were computed for all
epileptogenic states in physiologically relevant frequency bands for good (n=22) and poor (n=9) surgical outcomes, separately. Nodal strength
values inside the resection are pink-colored; nodal strength values outside the resection are purple-colored. Signi�cant differences are marked
with an asterisk (*) (p<0.05, Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test).
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Figure 4

Median Phase Locking Values (PLV)-based nodal strength inside and outside resection for good and poor outcome patients in physiologically
relevant frequency bands. PLV-based nodal strength values of electrodes inside vs. outside resection were computed for all epileptogenic states
in physiologically relevant frequency bands for good (n=22) and poor (n=9) surgical outcomes, separately. Nodal strength values inside the
resection are pink-colored; nodal strength values outside the resection are purple-colored. Signi�cant differences are marked with an asterisk (*)
(p<0.05, Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test).
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Figure 5

Classi�cation between epileptogenic and non-epileptogenic nodes in good outcome patients.For each frequency band, the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves were estimated from the Amplitude Envelope (AEC)- and Phase Locking Value (PLV)-based nodal strength computed
for each node in good surgical patients (n=22) in different epileptogenic states. The highest areas under the ROC curve (AUC) for each
epileptogenic state obtained only in speci�c frequency bands are color-coded: interictal activity with no spikes (green), interictal activity with
spikes (blue), pre-ictal activity before the onset of a clinical seizure (yellow), ictal activity during a clinical seizure (red), post-ictal activity after the
end of a clinical seizure (orange). The asterisk sign (*) on each curve represents the maximum Youden index (J). FPR= false positive rate (i.e., 1-
speci�city); TRP= true positive rate (i.e., sensitivity); th= epileptogenicity threshold.

Figure 6

Amplitude Envelope Correlation (AEC)-based nodal strength across different epileptogenic states at the patient level. Using the magnetic source
imaging scans of a 2-year-old seizure-free male (patient #4) (top) and a 15-year-old not seizure-free male (patient #25) (bottom), we displayed
the AEC-based nodal strength computed in the beta band for all epileptogenic states, from interictal activity with no spikes (left) to the post-ictal
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activity (right), with respect to their resections. From the poor-outcome patient’s MRI, areas of interest located outside the resection characterized
by hubs (i.e., electrodes with high FC) are highlighted in orange. The normalized AEC-based nodal strength values are color-coded: high AEC-
based nodal strength values are displayed in red; low AEC-based nodal strength values are displayed in blue. Resection volumes are highlighted
in green.

Figure 7

Surgical outcome prediction results for different epileptogenic states. Resection of network hubs (i.e., electrodes with high functional
connectivity-based nodal strength) computed from Phase Locking Value (PLV) (on delta and theta bands) and Amplitude Envelope Correlation
(AEC) (on beta and low-gamma bands) was associated with good surgical outcome for different epileptogenic states. Each epileptogenic state is
color-coded: interictal activity with no spikes (green), interictal activity with spikes (blue), pre-ictal activity before the onset of a clinical seizure
(yellow), ictal activity during a clinical seizure (red), post-ictal activity after the end of a clinical seizure (orange). Statistically signi�cant p-values
(<0.05, Chi-squared test) are represented with an asterisk (*). PPV = Positive Predictive Value; NPV = Negative Predictive Value.
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